Abstract. An elementary proof of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem is given.
(I + h)n > I + nh (n = 1, 2, . . . )
if h > -1.
In the beautiful and elementary proof of the classical Weierstrass theorem given by Kuhn [1] , it is observed that it suffices to be able to approximate, by polynomials, the step function which is 1 on the interval [0, |) and 0 on the interval [\, 1] uniformly outside of each neighborhood of |. The main step in our proof (Lemma 2) is the general analogue of this. It shows that it suffices to be able to approximate, by elements of the subalgebra, a given "generalized step function" (i.e. a function which is 0 on a closed set and 1 off the set) uniformly on the closed set and off a neighborhood of this set.
It should be remarked that when our proof is specialized to the classical case of polynomials in C [a, b] , it is even "simpler" than Kuhn's proof in the sense that no "change of variables" argument is necessary, nor is it necessary to appeal to the fact that continuous functions on [a, b] are uniformly continuous. (Kuhn's proof also used the BernoulU inequality.)
In particular, it is perhaps worth emphasizing that, in contrast to many proofs of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we do not appeal to any of the foUowing facts:
(a) the classical Weierstrass theorem (nor even the special case of uniformly approximating/(/) = |r| on [-1, 1] by polynomials); (b) that the closure of a subalgebra is a subalgebra; (c) that the closure of a subalgebra is a sublattice. In other words, 91 is a "subalgebra of C(F) which contains constants and separates points."
The Stone-Weierstrass theorem may be stated as follows. If 91 is a subalgebra of C(T) which contains constants and separates points, then the elements of C(T) can be uniformly approximated by the elements of 91. That is, given / G C(T) and e > 0 there exists g G 91 such that sup,eT|/(/) -g(t)\ < e.
It is convenient to divide the proof into three steps. The essential step is Lemma 1. For brevity, the norm notation ||x|| = sup{|x(f)| |i e T) wül sometimes be used. Lemma 1. Let t0 G T and let U be a neighborhood of t0. Then there is a neighborhood V = V(t0) of Iq, V g U, with the following property. For each e > 0, there exists x G 91 such that (1) 0 < x(t) < l,t G T; (2)x(t)<e,tG V; (3) x(t) > I -e,t GT\U. Again using the compactness of T \ U, there exists 0 < 5 < 1 such thatp > 8 on T \ U. Let V = {/ G T\p(t) < 8/2). Then F is a neighborhood of t0 and V c U.
Let k be the smallest integer which is greater than 1/5. Then k -1 < 1/5 which implies that k < (1 + 5)/5 < 2/5. Thus 1 < k8 < 2. Consider the functions q" defined by ?n(0=[l -/>"(')]*" («=1,2,...).
Clearly, q" G 91, 0 < qn < 1, and q"(t0) = 1. For each / G V, kp(t) < k8/2 < 1 so that, by Bernoulli's inequality,
uniformly on V. For t G T\U, kp(f) > k8 > 1 and, using Bernoulli's inequaüty,
uniformly on F \ U.
Thus for « sufficiently large, the function qn has the property that 0 < q" < 1, <7" < e on F \ U, and #" > 1 -e on V. The result follows by taking x = I -qn. D Lemma 2. Lei v4 and B be disjoint closed subsets of T. Then for each 0 < e < 1, there exists x G 91 such that (1)0 < x(t) < l,t G T; (2) x(t) < e, t G A ; (3)x(t) > I -e, t.G B. 
Proof. Let U = T \ B. For each t G A, choose the neighborhood V(t) of t as in
By replacing/ by /+ ||/||, we can assume that/ > 0. We may also assume that e <j. Choose an integer n so that (n -l)e > ||/||. Define the sets Ay, Bj (j = 0, 1, . . . , n) by Aj={tG T\f(t) < (/ -\)t), Bj={tG T\f(t) > (j+\)e). . . , n, Lemma 2 implies that there is x, G 91, with 0 < x¡ < 1, x¡ < e/« on 4,, and Xj > I -e/n on A. Then the function g = eS^ -*, is in 91. For any t G T, we have i e /^ \ A. , for somey > 1 which implies that {j-\)e<f(t)<{j-\y (**) and x¡(t)<e/n for every 1 >/ (***) Also, / e 2?, for every i < j -2 which implies x¡(t) > 1 -e/n for every i < j -2. (****)
Using (***), we obtain o j < je + e(n -j+ l)e/n < je + e2 < (j + j)e.
Using (****), we obtain îorj > 2 J-2 g(t) > e 2 *,(') > U -l)e(l -e/n) o = (j -l)e -((j -l)/n)e2 > (j -l)e -e2 > {j -|)e.
The inequahty g(t) > (j -|)e is triviaUy true forj = 1. Thus 1/(0 -*(0I < (J + !)« -(J -f)e < 2e. D
